Kardisi is one of the major oil field materials, equipment & services
supply Companies. We have been delivering unique and highly
professional procurement and purchasing services to our clients all over
Middle East. The dedication we have for our customers, coupled with
our in-depth understanding of the markets in which we operate, to supply
the best.
Why we are unique, one of the reasons that keeps us as the best of
procurement sector is our company philosophy, that whatever your
request, whenever you demand 'we get it'. We endeavor to garner a
comprehensive understanding of your individual needs in order to
ensure we help you get the job done on time and on budget.
Our procurement& services departments are extensions of your team
and see our priority function being to keep your operations going on
smoothly through our extensive experience, and the efficiency of our
procurement, purchasing and supply chain processes.
Credibility reliability, and flexibility are our key values. They are these
values, which we have held strongly since we started and continue to do
so into the future. Unrivalled in customer dedication and understanding
of the industry, some of the biggest names in the oil and gas industry,
international aid and infrastructure, rely on us, often as their sole
supplier, to provide their needs.
Our sustainable and ethical business principles, successful delivery of
projects, and innate understanding of our customers' requirements, have
helped to improve the outputs and business performances of our
customers – the main targets we seek to achieve.
Our vision, as an oilfield supply and services company dedicated to
providing quality products and services. We are committed to being the”
Supplier of Choice” through products and service excellence. This
commitment requires us to continually seek ways to meet our customers’
requirements and exceed their expectations. We will operate within our
area of expertise with integrity and purpose.
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Material Supply
Hydrochloric Acid:

Acid & Stimulation Chemicals:

HCL 32% in Tots & Drums

Excellent quality of tested Well
Stimulation Chemicals

Oil Well Cement Class G:
Oil well cement API SPEC 10A type G HSR in
big bags OF 1500 KG each

Cement Additives:
Unique Drilling Fluids are fascinated with cement,
cement additives and their resulting slurries.

Production Chemicals & Refinery Chemicals:
Were pushed forward steadily with an improved structure and distribution.

Instrument and Control Equipment:

Rig and Equipment Spares:
Wide range of domestic and international manufacturers of oil and gas drilling and production
equipment.

Logistics:
We plan, implement, and control The flow of goods , in and out of our warehouse
Our logistic service goal is to ease up the getting materials from different sources, in and outside
the working country area.
Via our broker partner we guarantee low shipping cost and best time delivery.

Procurement:
Our Procurement Team goal is to provide appropriate services, works & materials with the best
possible cost to meet the needs of the purchaser in terms of quality and quantity, time, and location.

Oil Country Tubular Goods:
We provide various sizes of tubules tools and crossovers
For rent as per drilling requirements, as we provide permanent tubing and casing with different sizes
and connections.

Rental Tools:
We have the tools and equipment to make your major project easier!
By Providing the renting service, and with the appropriate choice:
- Small Equipment & Tool Rentals.
- Construction & Industrial Equipment Rentals.
- Rig Site Tools & Equipment Rental.
We accomplish our scope of work, by helping to complete job plans as easy and safe as possible.

Fittings:
Tube Fittings

Pipe Fittings

Double Ferrule Stainless Steel and
Aluminum Bronze Compression.

We manufacture precision pipe fittings in
stainless steel, 3K, 6K and 10K rated.

Hose Fittings

30 and 60K Pressure Fittings

We manufacture a range of hose fittings to
suit a number of those types.

B. A. Components manufacture a wide range
of high pressure 30k & 60k fittings. We also
stock a wide range of products, covering many
aspects of pipe & tube connections.

Lubricants and Greases:

Jet-Lube Products.

Filters:

PPE:

Available in a variety of configurations, pressure ratings,
and filtering capabilities.

Comprehensive and various range of
international and certified brands of PPE.

Services:
Pads and Camps Preparation:
Construction rig sites, cellar box, main camps areas, and access
roads to support the drilling operations.

Waste Management:
Oil & Gas industry cause harmful health and environmental
impacts. Waste is one of the major reasons for that impact.
We encourage our clients to count on our certified waste
disposal programs for the different types of waste that
guarantee safe and clean environment.

Solid Control
And with our waste management operation
we assist our clients to get rid of from solid
Wastes by green disposal or proper recycling.

Rig move:

We perform safe and smooth rig move starts with detailed
documented preparations. We create custom-made project
plans in close cooperation with our project managers, QHSE
Department and field supervisors.
We assure achieving the move targets based on most recent field
experiences to meet expectations.

Catering:
An essential part of our service is to provide a good
variety of daily food that is delicious, nutritious and
safe.
A quality remote site service depends on the passion
and commitment of the service provider and the site
manager to make sure that each day our customers
can look forward to something different to the norm.
A well balanced menu choice with well prepared,
presented and tasty food is at the heart of camp life.

Language ,Technical and Business Training:

We offer a range of short- and long-term training, for all
Oil and Gas company staff and categories, Training
scheme offers a comprehensive programmed courses
via an Inveterate institute in each sector.
With an international famous instructors, trainers and
certification we guarantee that our trainee is getting the
required improvement and progress.

Main Clients:

QHSE:
Kardisi Company is committed to meet the QHSE Policy for each supply
and service, we establish track pertinent QHSE Objectives at relevant
functions and levels for optimizing the use of our resources and ensuring
customer requirements/ satisfaction are met.
QHSE adviser has formulated this policy. The policy is explained and
discussed at the Company Orientation Training given to all employees.
The policy is also posted in conspicuous locations throughout the
company. All employees are expected to be familiar with, understand,
and comply with the procedures of the QHSE Management System that
are relevant to their jobs and responsibilities within the company.
This Policy and Objectives shall be subjected to periodic management
reviews to ensure continuing suitability and improvement. They shall be
communicated to and understood by all functions and levels in the
Company.

Contact us:
To make an enquiry or to find out more about our materials or services,
please contact us on:
Email:gm@kardisi.com
info@kardisi.com
Main:
+964 (0)7506659292
Sales:
+964 (0)7506653434
+964 (0)7506651818
Office # 370, Italian City, Erbil, IRAQ

